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To help you be more efficient in your work, this handy pocket reference gives you instant reminders

on how to use important MySQL functions, especially in conjunction with key parts of the LAMP

open source infrastructure. This powerful database system is so rich in features that no

administrator or programmer can stay familiar with all of them. MySQL Pocket Reference is an ideal

on-the-job companion, well organized to help you find and adapt the statements you need --

quickly.Updated for the latest versions of this popular database, this edition covers many complex

features that have been added to MySQL 5.0 and 5.1, including a section dedicated to stored

procedures and triggers. After a brief introduction on installation and initial setup, the book explains:

How to configure MySQL, such as setting the root passwordMySQL data types, including numerics,

strings, dates, and complex typesSQL syntax, commands, data types, operators, and

functionsArithmetic, comparison and logical operatorsAggregate and general functionsStored

procedures and triggers, including procedure definition, procedure calls, procedure management,

cursors, and triggersYou don't have time to stop and thumb through an exhaustive reference when

you're hard at work. This portable and affordable guide is small enough to fit into your pocket, and

gives you a convenient reference that you can consult anywhere. When you reach a sticking point

and need to get to a solution quickly, the MySQL Pocket Reference is the book you want to have.
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reader who says that the GRANT section is wrong.This book works easily and appropriately at your

deskside. I found the book to be a very simple, easy-to-navigate reference text that presents the

most important aspects of MySQL in the quickest, most logical manner.It is very easy to thumb

through with every possible random page landing at a topic of interest. In a way, it was like working

with a familiar dictionary, you know the kind, where you just kind of naturally crack it open near the

word you're accessing and flip a couple of pages either direction to arrive at the exact reference

location.In that vein, I'd perhaps recommend that the margins contain "bread crumbs" telling us

where we are in the book, but it isn't necessary since thicker sections often obviate themselves with

just another page turn. Each page does have the chapter title in the margin, so my point is really

one of nit-pickieness rather than a true critique.To its credit, the layout of the book presents the

content in a manner that follows the O'Reilly "risen bar" standard. It is easy to scan through the

entire reference flipping pages as quickly as possible so that you are able to arrive at your sought

information within as much as a second or two. The bold text draws your eye to the page and the

size of the page allows one to capture everything in a single glance.In my usage of the book, I found

it very accurate and useful. I am a regular MySQL user and the formatting is very familiar to me. I

highly recommend this book. If you are already familiar with SQL and the basics of database

schema design, this is the perfect reference.
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